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Abstract

The paper investigates the dynamics of a novel wave energy converter based

on the parametrically excited pendulum. The herein developed concept of

the parametric pendulum allows reducing the influence of the gravity force

thereby significantly improving the device performance at a regular sea state,

which could not be achieved in the earlier proposed original point-absorber

design. The suggested design of a wave energy converter achieves a dominant

rotational motion without any additional mechanisms, like a gearbox, or any

active control involvement. Presented numerical results of deterministic and

stochastic modeling clearly reflect the advantage of the proposed design. A

set of experimental results confirms the numerical findings and validates the

new design of a parametric pendulum based wave energy converter. Power

harvesting potential of the novel device is also presented.

Keywords: Wave energy converter, wave energy, parametric pendulum,

power take-off, reduced gravity, energy harvesting, Mathieu equation,

electromagnetic generator.

1. Introduction

Energy harvesting has been attracting much attention in recent years,

which is reflected in a great number of publications. In some areas, like
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wind energy, there have been significant advances made allowing to pass

from a concept up to a commercialization stage, implementing some novel

ideas in practice. Wave energy is another promising area the development of

which however has been progressing slower than expected due to a number of

reasons. Over one hundred fifty various concepts of Wave Energy Converters

(WECs) exist and new ones keep appearing quite regularly. Some of the ideas

went through the commercialization stage and have been built and deployed,

for instance Pelamis, Oyster, OWC, etc [1]. Despite these developments,

the cost of wave energy remains significantly high, almost ten times greater

than that of coal and almost twice the cost of offshore wind energy [2]. The

Carbon Trust identified three major directions where cost reduction can be

achieved: device components, operation and maintenance as well as next

generation concepts [2]. This becomes especially important in a view of

recent bankruptcies of two major players in this sector - Pelamis and Oyster.

Thus, it becomes obvious that the race for a new generation of more efficient,

inexpensive and robust WECs is still on.

Relatively recently, a novel wave energy power take-off concept has been

first proposed in [3]. Its main idea was based on the properties of a paramet-

rically excited pendulum. It is well known that if a pendulum’s suspension

point is excited harmonically in the vertical direction with a certain fre-

quency, rotational response of the pendulum is possible. The dynamics of

such a system can be described by the following nonlinear equation:

θ′′ + γθ′ + [1 + λ cos (ντ)] sin θ = 0,

λ =
Aω2

LΩ2
, ν =

ω

Ω
.

(1)

Here L and Ω are the length and natural frequency of the pendulum, γ -

viscous damping coefficient, A and ω - the excitation (waves) amplitude and

frequency. Thus, using the heaving motion of waves as a parametric exci-
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tation of the pendulum’s suspension point it is potentially possible to make

the pendulum rotate, which can be used to generate electricity. The major

advantage of this elegant idea is that electricity can be generated in a con-

ventional way and would not require any intermediate auxiliary mechanisms.

However, the implementation of a parametric pendulum as a power take-off

system turned to be more challenging than it seemed. There are three, most

important from the authors’ point of view, challenges that prevented fur-

ther development of the concept so far. The first two could be summarized

as: how the pendulum would behave in a random sea environment and how

to reduce the size of the device. These two challenges are outlined below

whereas the third one, concerning the improvement of rotational potential of

the pendulum, will be thoroughly addressed in this paper.

The first challenge was to understand whether a sustainable rotational

motion could be observed under a sea-like environment excitation, since sea

waves could barely resemble a harmonic process. There has been a number

of publications related to the rotational potential of a parametrically excited

deterministic pendulum, most of which were not concerned with energy har-

vesting but rather were focused on the deterministic and chaotic response of

the pendulum ([4–7] and references therein). Rotational potential is defined

as a percentage of rotational motion of the pendulum over the overall time

and it directly influences the amount of power generated. Apparently, the av-

erage energy of a pendulum in rotations is larger than that of the pendulum

in an oscillatory motion, which can be seen from the state-space trajectories

of these motions. Later, various combinations of excitations and pendulums

have been tested to understand how the direction of the excitation, as well

as the interaction of two and more pendulums influence the rotational po-

tential ([8–14] and references therein). Experimental investigations on the
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rotating parametric pendulum and energy extraction can be found in [15–21].

Recently the authors have published a number of papers where a stochastic

excitation has been used to model the parametrically excited pendulum be-

havior under more realistic loading [22–26]. Namely, a harmonic excitation

with a mean frequency and random phase modulations has been used to gen-

erate a sea like waves with a proper spectrum (Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum

was used). It has been found that a sustainable rotational motion of the pen-

dulum can be achieved under a narrow band excitation. Rotational domains

with 10% to over 90% of rotational motion were identified and it has been

shown that the increase of randomness (noise intensity) moves the domains

of rotational motion to the region of higher λ values, thereby reducing the

rotational potential.

The second challenge was related to the physical size of the pendulum.

Since the primary parametric resonance occurs when the excitation frequency

is twice the natural frequency and an average excitation frequency of waves is

about 0.1Hz (period of T = 10s), the pendulum’s natural frequency should

be around 0.05Hz = 0.314rad/s to bring the pendulum to the primary

parametric resonance. Such a frequency is extremely hard to attain for the

lumped mass (mathematical) pendulum, since its squared natural frequency

is inversely proportional to its length Ω2 = g/L and therefore the pendulum

should be around 100 meters long. The size can be significantly reduced if

one considers a compound pendulum, which can have a relatively small size

and low frequency. The latter can be achieved by a very small radius of

gyration, which is impractical since it can be smaller than the diameter of

a holding pin and also provide extremely low torque, which is essential for

energy harvesting. A reasonable solution to this problem was offered by the

authors [12], where dynamics of a pendulum with N arms, rigidly connected
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to a joint hub and equally distributed at intervals of 2π/N , was investigated

(not to be confused with N pendulums - a system where each pendulum is

connected to the end of other). Each arm has a lumped mass, placed at

some distance from the hub, so that by changing these distances one can

control the pendulum’s natural frequency. It has been shown that such an

N -pendulum system not only can achieve low natural frequency at different

distances of the masses from the hub, but also has a number of advantages,

offering an opportunity to adjust the pendulum’s frequency and moment of

inertia (therefore torque) independently.

The third challenge, which is the focus of this paper, concerns the rota-

tional potential of the pendulum, namely how to facilitate rotations of the

pendulum under the standard sea state conditions. It has been outlined

above, that it is possible to observe a rotational response of the pendulum,

however, it is reached at values of λ ≥ 1 for γ = 0.3 and λ ≥ 0.5 for low

value of damping γ = 0.01. Rewriting λ = Aω2/g, where g is the acceleration

of gravity, one can see that for the low damping case Aω2 ≥ g/2, which is

impossible to satisfy in the regular sea state with a significant wave height

of about 1− 1, 5m, because ω2 ≈ 0.4rad/sec for T = 10s or ω2 ≈ 0.8rad/sec

for T = 7s waves. This issue could be overcome by using some mechanism to

increase the input frequency, for instance a gearbox. However, the latter are

known, from the extensive experience with wind turbines, to be very capri-

cious and not very much reliable, thus would not provide a feasible solution

to the problem. In this paper we offer another way out of this predicament.

Since parameter λ = Aω2/g depends purely on the property of the waves,

which cannot be changed or controlled, the gravity force is the only compo-

nent that can be varied. Apparently the acceleration of gravity itself cannot

be changed, however, the influence of the gravity force onto the system can.
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That is the main point of the novel WEC design that makes it very practi-

cal. Therefore in Secton 2 the new idea of a WEC concept is outlined and

a new governing equation of motion is derived. This equation is solved nu-

merically for deterministic and stochastic wave models and presented in the

form of parametric space maps in Section 3. In Section 4 new results of the

experimental studies are presented for the proposed WEC design.

2. The low gravity environment WEC concept

The first concept of a parametric pendulum WEC was proposed as a

heaving point absorber (Fig 1), with the pendulum’s suspension point moving

up and down due to bobbing motion. In this case the gravity force provides

the only restoring force for the pendulum:

Ml2θ̈ + bθ̇ +Mgl sin θ = Mlf̈(t) sin θ, (2)

where θ is the angle of inclination, f(t) - excitation force, l - the length of

the pendulum or the distance from the suspension point to the lumped mass

M . If the excitation force is perfectly harmonic, f(t) = A cos(ωt), then the

previous equation may be rewritten:

θ̈ + 2αθ̇ +

[
g

l
+
A

l
ω2 cos(ωt)

]
sin θ = 0 (3)

When the inclination angle is small and sinθ ≈ θ eq. (3) is known as Mathieu

equation. Eq. (3) can be written in a different form if a new non-dimensional

time τ is introduced:

θ′′ + [1 + λ cos(ντ)] sinθ = 0,

τ = Ωt, Ω2 =
g

l
, ν =

ω

Ω
, λ =

A

l
ν2 =

Aω2

g

(4)

where prime denotes derivative with respect to τ . Thus one arrives to eq.

1, which has an extra damping term that can account for an overall energy
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dissipation mechanism. The previous investigations have shown that for the

pendulum’s rotational motion it is required to have Aω2 ≥ g [22]. Thus, if

the influence of the gravity force is reduced, it is perhaps possible to achieve

the rotational motion for lower values of λ, which would make the concept

feasible in the regular sea state. This case of the reduced gravity force will

be called from now on as the low gravity environment.

To achieve the low gravity environment let’s place the pendulum so that

the pendulum’s plane of rotation and the water surface form an angle β, then

its normal −→n (parallel to the axis of rotation) makes angle 90− β, as shown

in Fig 2. Then the in-plane restoring force due to gravity will be mgsinβ

and therefore the gravity force will be reduced.

Figure 1: Sketch of the original parametric pendulum WEC concept.

The low gravity case leads to a novel design of the WEC based on the

parametric pendulum, schematically drawn in Fig 3. The device becomes an

attenuator type, facing the incident waves and comprises a half-submerged,

rectangular in the rotational plane, ramp with angle β, which is rigidly fixed

to the sea bed. The buoy (spherical in the figure) moves along the ramp up

and down due to the waves motion. The buoy has a sliding platform with a
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Figure 2: Sketch of the pendulum configuration with reduced gravity force with 3D (left)

and side (right) views.

Figure 3: Concept of the parametric pendulum WEC (side view).

N-pendulum system, so that the motion of the buoy provides a parametric

excitation to the pendulum’s pivot point. The shaft from the pendulum is di-

rectly connected to an electrical device which will generate electricity. Using

the N-pendulum helps to tune the device to a proper frequency. Moreover

the mechanical energy depends on the pendulum mass and its squared dis-

tance, thus it has a large inertia that helps to overcome small fluctuations,

due to irregular waves, and maintain rotational motion.
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The proposed design allows actively controlling the device through the

angle β, the natural frequency of the pendulum and the amplitude of the

excitation. The first parameter β plays important role in bringing the dom-

inant rotational domain to low values of λ, as can be seen later. If the

device is rigidly built into the sea bed, angle β can be controlled through

a hydraulic mechanism. The natural frequency of the N-pendulum can be

adjusted by moving masses towards or away from the pivot point. In the case

of extremely high waves the excitation amplitude can be limited through the

artificial barriers installed in the ramp.

It can be shown that the dynamics of the proposed device for the low

gravity case is similar to the one described above with a change in the gravity

force:

Ml2θ̈ + bθ̇ +Mglsinβsinθ = Mlf̈(t) sin θ, (5)

Introducing a harmonic excitation f(t) = A∗ cos(ωt) we write:

Ml2θ̈ + bθ̇ +Mglsinβsinθ = −Mlω2A∗ cosωt sin θ, (6)

where A∗ is the amplitude along the ramp, so that A∗ = A/sinβ. The

latter may be thought of as another important advantage of the proposed

design - amplification of the excitation amplitude due to the buoy traveling

along the inclined ramp. It is interesting that this type of Mathieu equation

(sin θ ≈ θ) has never been studied before and therefore it is of interest to see

what happens to the stability boundaries with changing β . For that purpose

let’s rewrite this equation in the form (assuming zero damping and ωt = 2s)

d2θ

ds2
+ [d+ 2e cos (2s)] θ = 0,

d =
4Ω2

ω2
sin β, e =

2A

l sin β
,

(7)

which is appropriate for using the well-known expressions for the instability
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boundaries [27] of the first and second instability domains, which are:

d = 1± e− 1

8
e2,

d = 4 +
1

6
e2 ± 1

4
e2.

(8)

In Fig 4 instability boundaries of the first and second instability domains,

according to (8) are presented respectively. It should be mentioned that the

original expressions were valid for small values of e, so that higher order terms

in e were not accounted for, therefore such a drastically different shape of the

first instability domain may be the result of the inadequate representation

of this domain for small values of β (see the right boundary at low values of

β). In general the effect of low gravity is reflected in the shift of the resonant

frequencies to the right with simultaneous widening of the domains. The left

boundary of the first instability domain is the one that allows the proposed

design to succeed since it gets lower with decreasing values of β. One can

also see that it is much harder to achieve the second instability domain at

low frequencies than the first one. Thus, in the experimental study, which

will be reported later, the pendulum was rotating with the frequency of the

excitation, thus we observed rotational motion in the first instability domain.

Let’s now get back to our original, nonlinear equation and rewrite it as

follows:

θ′′ + γθ′ + [sinβ + λ cos (ντ)] sin θ = 0,

λ =
A∗ω2

g
,

(9)

It should be noted that the damping ratio γ of the physical system will

change depending on the moment of inertia of the N-pendulum as well as

the angle β. However, the influence of viscous damping onto the instability

of a parametrically excited system is well known from previous numerical

studies and therefore is not of major concern here, thus throughout all the

simulations this value will be kept constant γ = 0.1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Instability domains for β = π/2(red), β = π/4(blue) and β = π/10(black); (a)

First instability domain; (b) Second instability domain;

3. Results of Numerical Investigations

It is of paramount importance to analyze what happens with the rota-

tional potential of the pendulum in the low gravity environment. Numerical

modeling remains the major and inexpensive way of investigating perfor-

mance of WECs [28, 29]. Therefore a set of deterministic and stochastic

numerical simulations have been conducted for different values of β. The

results of the deterministic modeling are presented in Figure 5 as parametric

space maps (PSMs) of (λ, ν). Red color indicates the regions of dominant

rotational motion (over 90% of time), irrespective of its direction and period,

whereas blue color indicates low rotational potential of the pendulum (less

than 10%).

The benefit of the proposed design is elucidated in all the figures since the

dominant rotational domains have been shifted downwards to lower values
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of λ and to the left, to lower values of ν thereby increasing the natural

frequency of the pendulum. In fact in Figure 5(b) one can observe that

one of the two red peninsula went down to values of λ < 0.2. Obviously

the traveled distance or the excitation amplitude in the inclined direction

(A∗) will be far greater than the height of the wave and therefore angle

β does not have to be very small. For instance, the rotational domain at

λ = 0.45 and β = 20o can be reached for T = 10s with A = 1.3m, which is a

very reasonable value for a regular seas state. In fact the annual energy EU

distribution along the Atlantic coast indicates the peak value at T = 7−8sec

with H = 2A = 1−1, 5m, which can be reached by the proposed design with

angle β = 20o or lower.

It is of primary interest to see if the rotational motion will be sustained

in the random environment. The random phase modulations technique can

be used to model the waves excitation with a given mean frequency ω. The

former consists of a harmonic process λsin(q(t)), with q′ = ν + σξ(t), where

ν is the mean excitation frequency and σ2 = D is the noise intensity, so

that ξ(t) is Gaussian zero mean noise of unit intensity. An exact analytical

expression for the Power Spectral Density function of this process can be

obtained by the measuring filters approach [30] and is known as:

S(ω) =
λ2D(ω2 + ν2 +D2/4)

2{(ω + ν)2 +D2/4}{(ω − ν)2 +D2/4)}
(10)

Therefore it is possible to adjust the values of ν and D to match more or

less a given spectrum. This has been done in [31] for the well known Pierson-

Moskowitz spectrum, and it was found that D = 0.3. To get more accurate

approximation of the PM spectra one can adapt a higher order filter [32].

Thus, the following stochastic model of the parametric pendulum is studied

next:
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Rotational potential of a pendulum in low gravity environment for (a) β = 10o;

(b) Zoom-in case of β = 10o (c) β = 20o; (d) β = 30o

θ′′ + γθ′ + [sinβ + λ cos q(t)] sin θ = 0,

q′ = ν + σξ(t),
(11)

Monte-Carlo simulations based on random number generation are con-

ducted to obtain parameter space maps that depict the regions of rotational

motion. Each point is analysed for 300,000 sample periods. The reader is

referred to previous work for details of the computations [22].

Two different values of noise intesity D = 0.1 and D = 0.3 were selected
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for the investigation with three different values of angle β, which are demon-

strated in Figure 6. The left column corresponds to D = 0.1 and angles

of β = 5o, 20o, 35o respectively. One can observe here that the red domains

have been shifted to the upper right corner, reducing the rotational poten-

tial of the pendulum. This tendency is supported by the set of plots in the

right column, where there are no dominant rotational domains present at all.

Despite that it is important to stress that the lowest rotational boundary

has been practically unchanged with the increase of noise, which indicates

that 40% to 70% of the rotational motion can still be achieved in the regular

sea environment. Although these numbers are far from the optimal value,

it demonstrates that reasonable amounts of energy can potentially be trans-

formed into electricity, taking into account that the waves power density on

average is more than 15 times greater than that of wind, even though the

wind turbines averaged annual output is around 30%− 40%.

4. Experimental Investigation

To verify the results of the deterministic numerical modeling a set of ex-

periments was conducted. The experimental rig consists of two mechanical

systems: a tri-pendulum and electrical motor, shown in Figure 7. To accom-

modate the tri-pendulum the frame of 4m× 2m with 1m in depth was built.

To minimize the motor load, the crank had a counterweight at its free end

while the other end had 4 holes at 0.35, 0.4, 0.45 and 0.5 m to allow various

excitation amplitudes through the connecting rod (Figure 8(a)). The lat-

ter provides a reciprocating motion of the pendulum’s suspension point. To

avoid the adverse effect of the reciprocating motion, reflected in the presence

of higher order harmonics in the excitation, the crank length was selected

long enough to render this effect negligible, thereby keeping a single har-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 6: Stochastic rotational potential of a pendulum in the low gravity environment

with σ2 = 0.1 (left) and σ2 = 0.3 (right) and (a), (b) β = 5o; (c), (d) β = 20o; (e), (f)

β = 35o;
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monic in the excitation. The other end of the connecting rod was attached

to the tri-pendulum’s hub, comprising a sliding mechanism with rollers to

move along two rails directing the hub motion. The rig was placed at angle

β with respect to the floor, as is depicted in Figure 8(b), to simulate the

low gravity environment. The tri-pendulum hub at one side was connected

to three arms with equal masses, whereas the other side was connected to

an angular encoder with resolution of 3000 counts per revolution, provid-

ing a digital signal of the tri-pendulum’s motion. The signal was analyzed

and recorder by a DAQ card managed by bespoke LabView software. More

technical detail on the experimental rig can be found in [33].

 

Tri-pendulum 
Motor 

Figure 7: View of the full experimental rig.

The purpose of the experiments was to achieve rotational motion of the

pendulum at low values of λ, which could not be reached at the vertical
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crank 

motor 

counterweight 

Connecting rod 

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Parts of the apparatus; (a) The motorizing sub-system of the rig.; (b) View of

the full experimental rig tilted from the horizontal level at a constant angle.

Table 1: Specifications of the experimentally recorded responses of the tri-pendulum to

vertical excitation.

ω (rad/s) L1 (m) L2 (m) Ω (rd/s) ν λ Zone Resp

1.98 0.357 0.18 2.64 0.75 0.2 Blue F

1.98 0.476 0.25 2.33 0.85 0.2 Red R

2.426 0.476 0.25 2.33 0.85 0.3 Green R/O(68%)

2.426 0.432 0.225 2.43 1.00 0.3 Red R

2.426 0.283 0.2 1.94 1.25 0.3 Blue F

motion of the suspension point. It has been reported in [33] that no rotational

motion was observed for values of λ < 0.5. First a set of free vibration tests

was conducted to calculate the values of the viscous damping coefficient for

different angles β. Using the logarithmic decrement procedure the equivalent

viscous damping coefficient was found to be γ = 0.01 for β = 15o. This value

of the damping coefficient was used to produce the corresponding PSMs and

identify points of interest for the experimental study, marked by white crosses

in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: PSM for β = 15o. The experimental test points are marked by crosses

In Table 1 the results of the experimental tests are presented for β = 15o

and A∗ = 0.5m. As expected rotational (R) motion has been observed in red

domains, whereas no rotations or oscillations (F ) were observed in the blue

regions. Indicatively, phase space trajectories are shown in 10 corresponding

to ν = 0.85, λ = 0.2, revealing the close but not ideal corroboration. Nev-

ertheless, the qualitative characterization of the response still holds. In the

green domain rotational and oscillatory (R/O) motion has been observed,

however high percentage of the observed rotational motion, close to the up-

per value in that range, was not expected and was obtained by averaging

over a number of tests. It should be stressed that it is difficult to assure

proper initial conditions from one experiment to another due to various un-

certainties presented in the rig design, therefore basins of attraction were

constructed numerically first for the test points. In complex cases the as-

sessment of the attractor’s robustness can be evaluated using the integrity

concept [34], whereas in the present case such a technique was not useful
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Phase space trajectories for β = 15o and ν = 0.85, λ = 0.2 coming (a) from

numerical simulations (b) from experimental data;

due to simplicity of the plot, where almost each and every point led to the

rotational motion, if the point (λ, ν) was in the red domain.

5. Energy harvesting considerations

The obtained numerical results have demonstrated the shift in the reso-

nance frequency ratio from ν = 2 for β = 90o to ν = 0.7 for β = 10o. It

suggests that the original tri-pendulum design is not required and can be

substituted by a regular pendulum. However, to harvest more energy and

be able to control the the pendulum’s natural frequency it is reasonable to

add a flywheel to the design. Then the equation of motion will be identical

to (5) with an additional inertia component:

Ml2(1 + n)θ̈ + bθ̇ +Mglsinβsinθ = Mlf̈(t) sin θ, n =
mR2

Ml2
(12)

where m,R - the flywheel mass and radius, assuming the flywheel is a disk.

This simple mechanism can help in reducing the natural frequency, increasing

the power output and mitigate the pendulum motion through small fluctua-

tions of the excitation.
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Considering now the power capture mechanism, let us consider that an

inductive electromagnetic transducer is driven by the angular motion of the

pendulum. In such a case, the electromotive force is the coupling between

the mechanical system and the electric circuit as in

ML2θ̈ + bθ̇ +Mglsinβsinθ −Mlf̈(t) sin θ −ΘI = 0,

Lcİ + rw +RLI + Θθ̇ = 0,
(13)

where I is the current flowing in the circuit, Θ is the coupling parameter that

contains the radius of generator, which can be as big as the pendulum or

buoy radius (6 meters for the full scale device). Furthermore, applying the

same time non-dimensionalization as before and normalizing by the inertia:

θ′′ + γθ′ + [sinβ + λ cos q(t)] sin θ − Θ

Ml2Ω2
I = 0,

LcI
′ +

rw +RL

Ω
I + Θθ′ = 0,

(14)

which corresponds to the deterministic case from Eq. (11). Furthermore,

quite often, the circuit’s inductance is much smaller than its resistance, i.e.

Lc � rw + RL, which is also dominated by the load’s resistance, rw � RL.

This leads the second equation in (14) to give:

I = −ΘΩ

RL

θ′ (15)

Hence, the pendulum’s equation of motion results in:

θ′′ + (γ + γe)θ
′ + [sinβ + λ cos q(t)] sin θ = 0 (16)

where γe = Θ2/RLMl2Ω. This shows that the electrical generator influences

the energy harvesting of the device through the damping term. Considering

now electrical power P = I2RL and with the current expression in (15), the

normalized power reads:
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Pn =
P

Ml2Ω3
= γeθ

′2 (17)

Note that the normalized power in Eq. (17) depends on the normalized

angular velocity and thus it is not fixed. Therefore it is possible to plot the

normalized power of the WEC (17) for a given value of the load (damping)

and it is assume for the simplicity sake that γe >> γ. It should be mentioned

that when the damping changes the PSM maps will be modified, leading to a

new set of optimal values (ν, λ), which are inside the red domains. Figure 11

shows three curves of normalized power Pn(W ) corresponding to different sets

of (ν, λ) as a function of β. The orange line corresponds to the point located

in the low red part of the PSM map (ν1, λ1), the green line corresponds to the

point located above the previous one but in the green area of PSM (ν1, λ2),

whereas the red line corresponds to the point located to the right from the

green one but again inside the red area of PSM, so that (ν2, λ2), where λ2 > λ1

and ν2 > ν1. To be more specific for β = 10o the following set values of the

Figure 11: Normalized averaged electrical power (17) for different set of (ν, λ).
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PSM has been used for figure 11: ν1 = 0.7, λ1 = 0.2, ν2 = 0.8, λ2 = 0.3, and

this trend of selecting values of (ν, λ) was kept for other values of β. It can

be seen, as expected that the amount of harvested power increases when one

moves up and to the right along the corresponding PSMs, staying inside the

red domain. In the green domain the percentage of rotational motion is lower

than that in the red domain, therefore the averaged energy is lower and as

a result the power delivered is lower too (green curve in Figure 11). In the

absolute values the harvested power of the device of 6 meters long, 1000 kg

mass and γe = 0.1,Ω = 1 will vary from 2.5kW for β = 10o to 7.8kW for

β = 30o. However this number does not include the fact that the electrical

generator can also be as big as the buoy radius, which increases the relative

speed thereby increasing the harnessed power and the load will apparently

be also at least orders of magnitude bigger than one presented in the figure

above.

6. Conclusion

The paper presents a novel WEC concept based on the parametrically

excited pendulum. The initially proposed point absorber concept, driven

by the heaving motion of waves, proved to be unfeasible due to low am-

plitude and frequency of waves in a regular sea state. The developed new

design, presented in this paper, has offered a new arrangement, which al-

lows the parametric pendulum achieving the rotational response at a regular

sea state. The new low gravity concept uses both the heaving and surging

motion of waves transforming it directly to the rotational motion through

the parametrically excited pendulum. The dynamics of the novel device has

been numerically and experimentally investigated and the results have been

presented in this paper. The results have confirmed the increase in the rota-
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tional potential of the pendulum by moving the dominant rotational domains

to significantly lower values of λ. Since the device is meant to harvest en-

ergy, the secondary goal was the development of the device, which would

work in a regular sea state without any permanent active control interaction.

Although this goal has been achieved and the paper has not discussed any

control strategies related to the pendulum motion, the proposed design of-

fers potentially versatile control over the device through the ramp angle β,

the pendulum moment of inertia and the buoy buoyancy. The paper con-

sidered a coupling of the pendulum with a simple electromagnetic generator

and provides some results on power harnessed by the device. It should be

stressed that this paper provided the mechanical design of the device and

has not been focused on the hydrodynamic properties of the buoy (its shape,

buoyancy), which should be a part of another complex study.
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